PPIR MEDIA PERSONNEL APPLICATION / CONTRACT The following application, if accepted, shall
constitute a contractual agreement between the applicant listed and Pikes Peak International Raceway,
LLC (PPIR).
I hereby apply to be Media Personnel at select PPIR events under the following terms and conditions:
1.
PPIR shall have the right to use any images, video, audio and utterances, quoted or recorded at the event (“Media”),
including but not limited to the public and commercial use of said Media in printed, signage, electronic and social media.
Any media captured by media personnel or its affiliates at the event shall not be used in any fashion to degrade, deface,
harm, or cause damage to PPIR or its partners, businesses, employees, sponsors, or affiliates.
2.
Media Personnel will send to PPIR, upon PPIR request, any media captured at any given event through Google
Drive, Dropbox, or another similar platform in the form of proofs. PPIR may request any original media in unaltered
form without watermarks.
3.
Media Personnel will have physical access to specific PPIR approved safe areas for capturing media. Some specific
media areas may be in locations where personnel may not come and go as they please due to hot/active racetrack or skid
pad driving activities surrounding the media area.
4.
Occasionally PPIR may require that media personnel have a spotter available for safety when media personnel are
in exposed and potentially dangerous areas.
5.
Media personnel will not disturb, disrupt or effect the event activities or schedule throughout the duration of any
event.
6.
Media personnel may distribute and sell their captured media through their own business on their own terms.
Media personnel will be responsible for all applicable State and County taxes in sales of said media captured at any given
PPIR event. "Professional" Media personnel may distribute and sell their captured media through their own business on
their own terms. Media personnel will be responsible for all applicable State and County taxes in sales of said media
captures at any given PPIR event.
7.
PPIR makes no guarantees that media personnel will make a profit or any monies whatsoever because of their
activity at the racetrack.
8.

Media personnel will sign a PPIR annual waiver and will be given media credentials by PPIR.

9.
The use of any media equipment outside of the approved safe media specific areas must be approved by PPIR
(example: setting up an un-manned GoPro camera near the racing surface).
10. PPIR reserves the right to remove any media personnel from any event for any reason PPIR sees fit. PPIR reserves
the right to disallow any media personnel from entering the facilities for any reason PPIR sees fit.
11.

Media personnel understand that the use of drones is prohibited on PPIR property and at any PPIR events.

12. Media personnel must inform PPIR, prior to any event, that they will be in attendance to receive PPIR approval to
attend said event. The undersigned warrants that he/she has read, understands and will abide by the terms and conditions
set forth in this application/contract and has the authority to contract on behalf of said media personnel. Any breach of
this agreement by media personnel shall be a basis for immediate expulsion from said PPIR premises, exclusion from
future PPIR events, and revocation of annual waiver.

